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Abstract: In this paper, we explicitly define the automorphisms of MDS matrices over the same binary extension field.
By extending this idea, we present the isomorphisms between MDS matrices over F2m and MDS matrices over F2mt ,
where t ≥ 1 and m > 1 , which preserves the software implementation properties in view of XOR operations and table
lookups of any given MDS matrix over F2m . Then we propose a novel method to obtain distinct functions related
to these automorphisms and isomorphisms to be used in generating isomorphic MDS matrices (new MDS matrices in
view of implementation properties) using the existing ones. The comparison with the MDS matrices used in AES,
ANUBIS, and subfield-Hadamard construction shows that we generate an involutory 4× 4 MDS matrix over F28 (from
an involutory 4× 4 MDS matrix over F24 ) whose required number of XOR operations is the same as that of ANUBIS
and the subfield-Hadamard construction, and better than that of AES. The proposed method, due to its ground field
structure, is intended to be a complementary method for the current construction methods in the literature.
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1. Introduction
Confusion and diffusion as defined by Claude Shannon [1] are two important properties required for the design
of block ciphers. Diffusion is provided by a linear transformation, which improves the avalanche characteristics
of a block cipher. Maximum distance separable (MDS) matrices derived from MDS codes are used as diffusion
layers in most of the block ciphers like the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [2] and hash functions
like Whirlpool [3], the PHOTON family [4], and Whirlwind [5]. MDS matrices also provide security against
differential cryptanalysis [6] and linear cryptanalysis [7] along with the use of a nonlinear layer (e.g., S-boxes)
in a round function of a block cipher. Thus, it is important to find MDS matrices having nice implementation
properties.

The methods to generate MDS matrices can be divided into two groups: direct construction methods
and search-based methods. The former group contains the methods based on Cauchy matrices [8], companion
matrices [4, 9], Vandermonde matrices [10, 11], shortened BCH codes [12, 13], and skewed recursive structures
[14]. The latter group consists of several interesting ideas. These are to use recursive structures [15, 16], hybrid
structures [17], and special matrix forms [9, 18, 19]. One of the easiest construction methods yielding efficient
∗Correspondence: tolga@trakya.edu.tr
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implementation is to use special matrix forms: circulant and finite field Hadamard (FFHadamard or simply
Hadamard) matrices. Circulant matrices, a typical example of which is the AES MixColumns transformation,
are preferred in MDS matrix constructions since each row of a circulant matrix differs from the previous row
by a right shift, which provides a nice property to be implemented especially in hardware. On the other
hand, Hadamard matrices are very useful in constructing involutory (self-inverse) MDS matrices. Involutory
diffusion layers have an important effect on the performance of the block ciphers, since they provide the same
implementation properties in encryption and decryption phases. In this respect, in [20], the authors proposed a
generalization of the Hadamard matrix to generate new types of involutory/noninvolutory MDS matrices easily
and they show that the idea used to generalize a Hadamard matrix can also be applied to k × k (involutory)
MDS matrices, where k is not necessarily a power of 2.

In addition to construction methods described for MDS matrices, recently, MDS construction methods
have evolved to find MDS matrices with minimal XOR counts [21], which is a metric used in the estimation
of hardware implementation cost. In the literature, some studies focusing on generating MDS matrices with
low/minimum XOR counts are given in [20, 22–24]. In this paper, we focus on a complementary method to
generate isomorphic MDS matrices from existing ones to be applied to any MDS matrix generated by any
construction method, which makes it generic over all construction methods. Also, implementation issues of
MDS matrices are limited to software implementation properties in view of XOR operations, table lookups, or
multiplication of byte a by 2h (denoted by xtime (a), and 2h corresponds to x in polynomial form).

1.1. Motivation
Generating MDS matrices over binary extension fields yielding efficient implementations is a challenging issue.
We focus on the following question: Can we generate new MDS matrices via known MDS matrices by using
algebraic construction methods? In [25], a method called subfield construction was proposed to generate an
m×m MDS transform over F28n from m n× n MDS transforms over F28 . The method is mainly based on a
divide-and-conquer idea and one MDS matrix from the known one can be generated by using this method. In [26]
and [27], the transactions between MDS matrices are defined, but the explicit algorithms running in polynomial
time are not given. There is a lack of a generic method generating isomorphic MDS matrices over different field
representations, which may have better implementation properties than the existing ones, hence improving the
efficiency of other construction methods. Moreover, many known methods such as those based on circulant and
Hadamard matrices (except for Cauchy and Vandermonde matrix-based methods) to generate MDS matrices
over large binary extension fields with efficient implementations involve some kind of time-consuming exhaustive
search increasing computational complexity. Therefore, there is a need for a method to build MDS matrices
over the large binary extension fields used in [5, 28] and at the same time provide MDS matrices with good
software implementation properties in view of the required operations such as XOR operations, table lookups,
or multiplication of byte a by 2h (denoted by xtime (a), and 2h corresponds to x in polynomial form).

1.2. Contribution
Our main contribution is to present a novel method that can be used to generate isomorphic MDS matrices (new
MDS matrices in view of implementation properties over F2mt , where m > 1 and t ≥ 1) from MDS matrices
over F2m . The main idea is to obtain distinct functions related to the automorphisms and isomorphisms, which
allow us to preserve the MDS property. Then these functions are applied to MDS matrices over F2m in order to
generate new MDS matrices over F2mt . Moreover, we generate an involutory 4× 4 MDS matrix over F28 with
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the same implementation cost as the involutory MDS matrix used in ANUBIS [29] and the subfield-Hadamard
construction [17], and better implementation cost than the MDS matrix used in AES in view of the required
number of XOR operations.

1.3. Organization
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes how to find automorphisms and isomorphisms of MDS
matrices over binary extension fields by using finite field properties. Then a generalization of this idea is studied
and a novel method is presented, which defines distinct functions related to the isomorphisms to be used in
generating new MDS matrices over F2mt (where m > 1 and t ≥ 1) from MDS matrices over F2m . In Section
3, some important properties of the method are given and implementation details of MDS matrices generated
by the method are discussed. Section 4 concludes the paper.

2. The proposed method to generate MDS matrices over F2mt from MDS matrices over F2m

In this section, we provide a detailed explanation to find distinct functions related to the automorphisms and
isomorphisms of MDS matrices over binary extension fields. In Section 2.1, we investigate the automorphisms
and distinct functions related to these automorphisms, which can be used in generating new MDS matrices from
an MDS matrix over the same binary extension field. In Section 2.2, we generalize the idea given in Section
2.1 by defining the isomorphisms of MDS matrices over the same extension degree. In Section 2.3, we propose
a novel method to obtain the isomorphisms and distinct functions related to these isomorphisms to be used in
generating new MDS matrices over F2mt , where t ≥ 1 , from an MDS matrix over F2m .

In this paper, we focus on MDS matrices over F2m . Let β be the primitive element used to construct the
finite field F2m , and then any finite field element is in the form am−1β

m−1 + am−2β
m−2 + . . .+ a1β + a0 with

ai ∈ {0, 1} . It can also be represented by the hexadecimal form of bits (am−1am−2 . . . a1a0) . Throughout this
paper, we use the hexadecimal notation or powers of a primitive element (for nonzero elements) to represent
the finite field elements.

Now we recall some facts about MDS matrices. Let C be an [n, k, d] code; then C is called MDS if the
equality d = n− k + 1 holds. MDS matrices are derived from MDS codes. They are used to provide diffusion
in block ciphers and hash functions.

Definition 1 [2] The differential and linear branch number of a k × k matrix A: Fk
2m → Fk

2m are defined by
Bd(A) = min{wt(x)+wt(A ·xT )|x ∈ Fk

2m −{0}} and Bl(A) = min{wt(x)+wt(AT ·xT )|x ∈ Fk
2m −{0}}, where

wt(x) is the number of nonzero components in x , respectively.

MDS matrices have the maximum differential and linear branch number (k+1 for k×k MDS matrices).
Some important properties of MDS matrices can be given as follows:

1. A square matrix A is MDS if and only if every square submatrix of A is nonsingular.

2. The MDS property of a matrix is preserved upon permutations of rows/columns. Similarly, multiplication
of a row/column of a matrix by a nonzero constant c ∈ F2m does not affect its MDS property. In general,
the minimum distance d of an [n, k, d] code C with generator matrix G = [I|A] , where A is a k× (n−k)

matrix, is preserved after applying the above operations to A [30].

3. The MDS property of a matrix is preserved under the transpose operation [30].
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2.1. MDS automorphisms

In this section, we investigate the automorphisms of MDS matrices over the same binary extension field and
distinct functions related to these automorphisms with the help of properties 1 and 2. One can generate new
MDS matrices over the same binary extension field by applying these automorphisms and distinct functions to
any MDS matrix. In Proposition 1, we discuss the nonsingularity of these automorphisms.

Proposition 1 Let A be a k×k matrix over the finite field F2m . Let A′ be generated by applying any distinct
automorphism fi : b 7→ b2

i to the elements of A with 0 ≤ i ≤ m− 1 and b ∈ F∗
2m . Then the determinant of A′

is equal to 0 if and only if the determinant of A is equal to 0.

By Theorem 2.21 in [31], the automorphisms of F2m over F2 are given as b2
i for all nonzero b ∈ F2m and

0 ≤ i ≤ m− 1 . These mappings are one-to-one because each element in F2 maps to itself. Since the mappings
are distinct, the determinant is related to the automorphism. Then the determinant of any matrix generated by
applying any distinct automorphism to A remains unchanged, being either zero or nonzero, i.e. if det(A) 6= 0

or det(A) = 0 , then det(A′) 6= 0 or det(A′) = 0 , respectively.
Proposition 1 is related to property 1 satisfied after applying the automorphism. The number of distinct

automorphisms of F2m over F2 is m . On the other hand, one can obtain m · (2m − 1) distinct and bijective

functions with a constant multiplication after applying the automorphisms, i.e. fi,c : b 7→ b2
i · c for any nonzero

element b ∈ F2m , 0 ≤ i ≤ m− 1 , and c ∈ F∗
2m . In Theorem 1, we define distinct and bijective functions related

to the automorphisms to be used in generating new MDS matrices.

Theorem 1 There exist m · (2m − 1) distinct and bijective functions related to the automorphisms in the form

of fi,c : β 7→ (β2i) · c , where β is any primitive element of F2m , c ∈ F∗
2m , and 0 ≤ i ≤ m− 1 . These functions

preserve the MDS property of a square matrix over the same binary extension field, i.e. new MDS matrices are
generated from the existing ones.

Proof Here we need to show that the properties of being an MDS matrix are satisfied after applying distinct
functions. The main idea depends on the fact that every square submatrix of an MDS matrix is nonsingular.
We divide the proof into three parts. Note that all elements of an MDS matrix must be nonzero. Let p(x) be
an irreducible polynomial of degree m over F2 and β ∈ F2m be a primitive element. We divide the proof into
three parts.

• Letting fi : x 7→ x2i , we have detA′ = fi(detA) . If detA 6= 0 , then fi(detA) 6= 0 since fi is an
automorphism.

• Let gc(x) 7→ c ·x , where c ∈ F∗
2m , and then detA′ = c ·detA from elementary linear algebra. Since c 6= 0

and detA 6= 0 , detA′ 6= 0 .

• Now let fi,c = gc(β)◦fi(β) = gc(fi(β)) = c ·β2i . Then detA′ = c ·fi(detA) . Since detA 6= 0 , detA′ 6= 0 .

Note that if detA′ 6= 0 , then we obtain detA 6= 0 by considering detA = fm−i(
1
c detA

′) . Since every square
submatrix of A is invertible and each row or column of A is linearly independent, the MDS property is preserved.
In conclusion, detA′ 6= 0 if and only if detA 6= 0 . 2
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In Example 1, we provide an automorphic involutory MDS matrix over F24 in Hadamard matrix form.
Recall that a k × k Hadamard matrix A is constructed with α0, α1, . . . , αk−1 such that Ai,j = αi⊕j for
0 ≤ i, j ≤ k − 1 , and then A = had(α0, α1, . . . , αk−1) .

Example 1 Let F24 be defined by the primitive polynomial p(x) = x4 + x + 1 . Let α be a root of p(x) .
Then M1 = had(1h, 2h, 4h, 6h)=had(1, α, α2, α5) is an involutory 4× 4 MDS matrix. By Theorem 1, consider
f2,1 : α 7→ α4 automorphism. Then the new involutory 4×4 MDS matrix generated from M1 by f2,1 is as follows:

M
′

1 = had(1h, 3h, 5h, 6h)=had(1, α4, α8, α5). M
′

1 is called an automorphism of M1 under f2,1 : α 7→ α4 . Note
that by Theorem 1 one can generate 59 more MDS matrices by using the MDS matrix M1 .

2.2. MDS isomorphisms

In this section, we clearly define the isomorphisms and distinct functions related to these isomorphisms. Then
we give a novel method to obtain these isomorphisms and distinct functions between MDS matrices over F2m

and MDS matrices over F2mt , where m > 1 and t ≥ 1 . The proposed idea is based on substituting the elements
over the same binary extension field defined by different irreducible polynomials.

Proposition 2 Let A be a k × k matrix over the finite field F2m/p1(x) and β1 be any primitive element of
F2m/p1(x) . Let A′ be a k × k matrix over the finite field F2m/p2(x) generated by applying the isomorphism
fsu : β1 7→ βsu

2 to the elements of A (which can also be represented as βd
1 for 0 ≤ d ≤ 2m − 2), where β2 is

any primitive element of F2m/p2(x) , su = e · 2i for 1 ≤ e ≤ 2m − 2 , gcd(e, 2m − 1) = 1 , p1(β
su
2 ) = 0 , and

0 ≤ u, i ≤ m− 1 . Then the determinant of A′ is equal to 0 if and only if the determinant of A is equal to 0.

Proof The proof is similar to Proposition 1 since we have the same mapping up to the isomorphism and
all entries of an MDS matrix remain nonzero after applying the isomorphism. Note that each fsu maps each
element in F2 to itself. The isomorphism fsu is related to automorphism as defined in Proposition 1 due to
the structure of su . 2

Theorem 2 There exist m · (2m − 1) distinct functions obtained by using isomorphisms in the form of
fsu,c : β1 7→ (βsu

2 ) · c , where β1 and β2 are respectively any primitive element of F2m/p1(x) and F2m/p2(x) ,
c ∈ F∗

2m , su = e · 2i for 1 ≤ e ≤ 2m − 2 , gcd(e, 2m − 1) = 1 , p1(β
su
2 ) = 0 , and 0 ≤ u, i ≤ m − 1 . These

functions can be used in generating new MDS matrices over F2m/p2(x) from an MDS matrix over F2m/p1(x) ,
which preserve the MDS property of a square matrix.

Proof Let β ∈ F2m be a primitive element. Recall that the minimal polynomial of the set β, β2, . . . , β2m−1 ,
where m is the smallest integer such that β2m = β , is the same. Since the proof is similar to Theorem 1, we
omit it. 2

Algorithm 1 presents how to compute su values to define the isomorphisms in Theorem 2. Algorithm 1
only receives the primitive polynomial as an input. The main idea in Algorithm 1 is to substitute the elements
with the powers of primitive elements. This helps us to define the isomorphisms between primitive polynomials
for the same binary extension, i.e. the powers of a given primitive element are checked for whether it is a root
of p1(x) modulo p2(x) .
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Algorithm 1 Computing su values to define the isomorphisms in Proposition 2.
Input: p1(β1) , β2 , and p2(x)
Output: su , where 0 ≤ u ≤ m− 1

1: for su = 1 to 2m − 2 do
2: y1 ← p1(β

su
2 ) (mod p2(x))

3: if y1 = 0 then
4: Return (su )
5: end if
6: end for

Example 2 Let F24 be defined by the irreducible polynomial p1(x) = x4+x3+x2+x+1 . Then β1 , defined by
β1 = α+1 , is a primitive element, where α is a root of p1(x) and M2 = had(1h, 2h, 4h, 6h)=had(1, β12

1 , β9
1 , β

13
1 )

is an involutory 4× 4 MDS matrix over F24/p1(x) . We can rewrite p1(α) = α4 + α3 + α2 + α+ 1 in terms of
β1 as p1(β1) = β4

1 + β3
1 + 1 . Consider the finite field F24/p2(x) , where p2(x) = x4 + x+ 1 . Let the primitive

element β2 of F24/p2(x) be α1 , which is also a root of p2(x) . Then we can obtain 4 distinct isomorphisms
from F24/p1(x) to F24/p2(x) by computing su values (which are s0 = 7 , s1 = 11 , s2 = 13 , and s3 = 14) in
Algorithm 1. These isomorphisms are f7,1 : β1 7→ α7

1 , f11,1 : β1 7→ α11
1 , f13,1 : β1 7→ α13

1 , and f14,1 : β1 7→ α14
1 .

For example, by using the isomorphism f7,1 : β1 7→ α7
1 , we can generate the involutory 4× 4 MDS matrix M

′

2

over F24/p2(x) from M2 over F24/p1(x) as follows: M
′

2 = had(1h, Ah, 8h, 2h)=had(1, α9
1, α

3
1, α1) .

Note that by Theorem 2 one can generate 59 more MDS matrices over F24/p2(x) by using the MDS
matrix M2 over F24/p1(x) . In Example 2, each su is a representative of the same cyclotomic coset Cs modulo
F24 − 1 with gcd(s, 24 − 1) = 1 (C1 = {1, 2, 4, 8} or C7 = {7, 11, 13, 14}). Thus, the computations to identify
su values in Algorithm 1 can be performed by only using two coset leaders (s = 1 or s = 7) of these cyclotomic
cosets.

2.3. Generalization of MDS isomorphisms

In this section, we give a generalization of the proposed idea for large dimensions to be used in generating
new MDS matrices over F2mt , where t ≥ 1 , from an MDS matrix over F2m . By modifying the idea given in
Proposition 2, Theorem 2, and Algorithm 1, a general method to obtain the isomorphisms and distinct functions
related to these isomorphisms can be given as follows:

Step 1. Choose a primitive polynomial p1(x) of degree m and the primitive elements β1 and β2 for the finite
fields F2m/p1(x) and F2mt/p2(x) , respectively.

Step 2. Generate m isomorphisms, i.e. compute su values by using Algorithm 2.

Step 3. Compute m · (2mt − 1) distinct functions related to the isomorphisms by multiplying the isomorphisms
generated in Step 2 with all nonzero constants c ∈ F2mt .

Remark 1 Let p1(x) be an irreducible polynomial but not primitive in Step 1. Then a primitive polynomial is
constructed by evaluating β1 in p1(x) , i.e. p1(β1) . This polynomial is used as an input to Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 Computing su values to define the isomorphisms between MDS matrices over F2m and MDS
matrices over F2mt .

Input: p1(β1) , β2 , and p2(x)
Output: su , where 0 ≤ u ≤ m− 1

for su = 1 to 2mt − 2 do
2: y1 ← p1(β

su
2 ) (mod p2(x))

if y1 = 0 then
4: Return su

end if
6: end for

Remark 2 In Algorithm 2, each su is a representative of the same cyclotomic coset Cs modulo 2mt − 1 with
gcd(s, 2mt − 1) = 2mt−1

2m−1 = (2m)t−1 + (2m)t−2 + · · ·+ 1 for t ≥ 1 since 2m − 1 elements of F2m are mapped to
2m − 1 elements of F2mt .

Example 3 Let F24 be defined by the primitive polynomial p1(x) = x4 + x + 1 . Let α be a root of p1(x) .

Then M3 =


1 α α2 α4

1 1 α3 α2

1 α2 1 α
α 1 1 1

 =


1h 2h 4h 3h
1h 1h 8h 4h
1h 4h 1h 2h
2h 1h 1h 1h

 is an involutory 4× 4 MDS matrix over F24/p1(x)

generated by the generalized Hadamard construction method given in [20]. Consider the finite field F28/p2(x) ,
where p2(x) = x8 + x4 + x3 + x + 1 . Let the primitive element β2 of F28/p2(x) be α1 + 1 , where α1 is a
root of p2(x) . Then we can obtain 4 distinct isomorphisms from F24/p1(x) to F28/p2(x) by computing su

values in Algorithm 2. These isomorphisms are f17,1 : α 7→ β17
2 , f34,1 : α 7→ β34

2 , f68,1 : α 7→ β68
2 , and

f136,1 : α 7→ β136
2 . For example, by using the isomorphism f17,1 : α 7→ β17

2 , we can generate the involutory 4×4

MDS matrix M
′

3 over F28/p2(x) from M3 over F24/p1(x) as follows:

M
′

3 =


1 β17

2 β34
2 β68

2

1 1 β51
2 β34

2

1 β34
2 1 β17

2

β17
2 1 1 1

 =


01h E1h 5Ch E0h
01h 01h 0Ch 5Ch

01h 5Ch 01h E1h
E1h 01h 01h 01h

 .

Note that one can generate 1019 (4 · (28−1)−1) more MDS matrices over F28/p2(x) by using the MDS matrix
M3 over F24/p1(x) .

Remark 3 The 4 × 4 involutory MDS matrix M3 over F24 was generated by GHadamard matrix type
Ghad(1, α8;α8, α;α, α10;α9) given in [20], where α is a root of the primitive polynomial x4 + x+ 1 .

Remark 4 By Remark 2, each su in Example 3 can belong the same cyclotomic coset Cs with gcd(s, 28−1) =

28−1
24−1 = 17 (C17 = {17, 34, 68, 136} or C119 = {119, 187, 221, 238}). Therefore, one can only try two coset
leaders of these cyclotomic cosets (s = 17 or s = 119) to identify su values in Algorithm 2.

Recall that a k × k circulant matrix A = circ(a0, a1, . . . , ak−1) over F2m can be given as Ai,j = aj−i (mod k) ,
where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k . In Example 4, we generate a 4× 4 MDS matrix over F28 from the circulant MDS matrix
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circ(2h, 3h, 1h, 1h)= circ(α, α4, 1, 1) (the same MDS matrix used as the AES MixColumns transformation but
not over F28 ) over F24 defined by the primitive polynomial x4 + x+ 1 .

Example 4 Consider the AES MixColumns transformation M4 = circ(2h, 3h, 1h, 1h) = circ(α, α4, 1, 1) over
F24/p1(x) , where p1(x) = x4+x+1 and α is a root of p1(x) . Then, by using the isomorphism f17,1 : α 7→ β17

2

given in Example 3, we can generate M
′

4 over F28/p2(x) , where p2(x) = x8+x4+x3+x+1 , as follows: M
′

4 =

circ(E1h, E0h, 01h, 01h) = circ(β17
2 , β68

2 , 1, 1) . Since the inverse of the matrix M4 can be obtained as M−1
4 =

circ(Eh, Bh, Dh, 9h) = circ(α11, α7, α13, α14) over F24/p1(x) , we can generate (M
′

4)
−1 over F28/p2(x) as fol-

lows: (M
′

4)
−1 = circ(B1h, ECh, 51h, 0Dh)=circ((β17

2 )11, (β17
2 )7, (β17

2 )13, (β17
2 )14)=circ(β187

2 , β119
2 , β221

2 , β238
2 ) .

In Example 5, we generate an involutory 8 × 8 MDS matrix over F216 from the KHAZAD diffusion
matrix [32], which is an involutory 8× 8 MDS matrix over F28 .

Example 5 Consider the KHAZAD diffusion matrix M5 = had(1h, 3h, 4h, 5h, 6h, 8h, Bh, 7h)=had(1, α25, α2, α50,

α26, α3, α238, α198) over F28/p1(x) , where the primitive polynomial p1(x) = x8 + x4 + x3 + x2 + 1 and α is a
root of p1(x) . Consider the finite field F216/p2(x) , where the primitive polynomial p2(x) = x16+x14+x13+x9+

x5 + x4 + 1 , and let the primitive element β2 of F216/p2(x) be α1 , which is also a root of p2(x) . Then we can
obtain 8 distinct isomorphisms from F28/p1(x) to F216/p2(x) by computing su values in Algorithm 2. These
isomorphisms are f11051,1 : α 7→ β11051

2 , f22102,1 : α 7→ β22102
2 , f22873,1 : α 7→ β22873

2 , f25957,1 : α 7→ β25957
2 ,

f38293,1 : α 7→ β38293
2 , f44204,1 : α 7→ β44204

2 , f45746,1 : α 7→ β45746
2 , and f51914,1 : α 7→ β51914

2 . For example,

by using the isomorphism f11051,1 : α 7→ β11051
2 , we can generate the involutory 8 × 8 MDS matrix M

′

5 over
F216/p2(x) from M5 over F28/p1(x) as follows:

M
′

5 = had(1, β14135
2 , β22102

2 , β28270
2 , β25186

2 , β33153
2 , β8738

2 , β25443
2 )

= had(0001h, 3D2Ah, 420Ch, 420Dh, 7F27h, DF69h, E243h, 7F26h).

3. Properties of the proposed method and implementation details
In this section, we discuss the implementation details along with some important properties of the proposed
method. In Sections 3.1 and 3.2, we respectively present some important properties of the proposed method
and implementation properties of the generated MDS matrices.

3.1. Some important properties of the proposed method
The proposed method introduced in Section 2 takes an MDS matrix as input to generate new MDS matrices.
In this respect, it may help other construction methods to generate isomorphic MDS matrices, which may have
better implementation properties than the ones constructed by these methods (Example 6). Also, it presents the
relationship between MDS matrices over F2m and MDS matrices over F2mt , and it provides a way to generate
isomorphic MDS matrices over F2mt having the same implementation properties (in view of XOR operations
and table lookups) as those of MDS matrices constructed over F2m . This is because of the fact that the proposed
method moves the finite field F2m into the finite field F2mt by the help of isomorphisms obtained and therefore
2m − 1 elements of F2mt corresponding to 2m − 1 elements of F2m are used to construct and implement any
MDS matrix over F2mt . Some important properties of the proposed method can be given as follows:
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• The method is intended to be applied to other construction methods in the literature to generate new
MDS matrices from the existing ones.

• The method can be considered as a complementary method for the current construction methods, allowing
them to look for MDS matrices having better implementation properties by mapping them to different
field representations (see Example 6).

• The method helps to map any k × k MDS matrix over F2m to its isomorphic k × k MDS matrix over
F2mt .

• An MDS matrix generated over F2mt from an existing MDS matrix over F2m can take advantage of the
small number of table lookups in the implementation, which can only be used with XOR operations.
By the help of isomorphisms, it can also be implemented by the same number XOR operations and table
lookups as that of an existing MDS matrix over F2m (see Section 3.2). In this respect, the method helps to
generate MDS matrices over F2mt with efficient software implementations when mt is large (see Example
5, where an 8× 8 involutory MDS matrix over F216 generated by the KHAZAD diffusion matrix, which
is an 8× 8 involutory MDS matrix over F28 ).

• Assume that an [n, k, d] code C with generator matrix G = [I|A] , where A is a k × (n − k) matrix,
is given. Then the minimum distance d of C is preserved after the application of any distinct function
generated in Section 2.3 to A .

3.2. Implementation properties of the generated MDS matrices by the proposed method
In this section, we present important properties of the proposed method in generating MDS matrices with
efficient software implementation on 8-bit platforms. We also compare the implementation properties of the
generated MDS matrices with the MDS matrix constructed in [11] and the MDS matrices used in the well-known
block cipher AES, namely AES MixColumns transformation, and the ANUBIS block cipher.

In the literature, the two types of implementation of an MDS matrix multiplication differ according to the
use of two different operations, which are table lookups and xtime operations. The proposed method presents an
advantage in the implementation in light of the small number of table lookups since an MDS matrix over F2mt

can be generated from an MDS matrix over F2m by using the proposed method. The involutory MDS matrix
M

′

3 over F28 given in Example 3 can take advantage of the small number of table lookups in the implementation
since it is generated from M3 over F24 . A multiplication by M

′

3 can be implemented by using 12 XORs and
10 table lookups as follows:

y[0] = x[0]⊕ table[x[1]⊕ table[x[2]⊕ table[table[x[3]]]]],

y[1] = x[0]⊕ x[1]⊕ table[table[table[x[2]]⊕ x[3]]],

y[2] = x[0]⊕ x[2]⊕ table[table[x[1]]⊕ x[3]],

y[3] = table[x[0]]⊕ x[1]⊕ x[2]⊕ x[3],

where the input is in x[0..3] and the output in y[0..3] . Also, the multiplication by β17
2 is performed by one

table lookup, namely table .

In Example 4, the MDS matrix M
′

4 generated over F28 can be implemented by 15 XORs and 4 table
lookups and in a similar way to the AES MixColumns transformation as given in [2]. On the other hand, the
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matrix M−1
4 over F24 in Example 4 has elements for which powers of the primitive element belong to the

same cyclotomic coset. Then the inverse matrix of M
′

4 over F28 , (M
′

4)
−1 , can also be expressed as follows:

(M
′

4)
−1 = circ((β119

2 )8, (β119
2 ), (β119

2 )4, (β119
2 )2) . Hence, the matrix (M

′

4)
−1 can easily be implemented by 12

XORs and 16 table lookups (using two tables) as follows:

y[0] = table2[table2[x[0]]⊕ x[2]]⊕ table1[table1[x[3]]⊕ x[1]],

y[1] = table2[table2[x[1]]⊕ x[3]]⊕ table1[table1[x[0]]⊕ x[2]],

y[2] = table2[table2[x[2]]⊕ x[0]]⊕ table1[table1[x[1]]⊕ x[3]],

y[3] = table2[table2[x[3]]⊕ x[1]]⊕ table1[table1[x[2]]⊕ x[0]],

where the input is in x[0..3] and the output is in y[0..3] . Also, the multiplications by β119
2 and (β119

2 )4 (=
β221
2 ) are performed by two different table lookups, namely table1 and table2 , respectively.

In Example 5, the involutory MDS matrix M
′

5 over F216 can be implemented in a similar way to the
KHAZAD diffusion matrix and by the same number of XOR operations and table lookups of the KHAZAD
diffusion matrix (56 XOR operations and 24 table lookups as given in [32]).

In Example 6, the MDS matrix M
′

6 can be implemented with 12 xtimes and 14 XOR operations and is
generated from the MDS matrix M6 given in [11], which needs 12 xtimes and 16 XOR operations. We compare
4× 4 MDS matrices over F28 obtained by the proposed method with some of the known 4× 4 MDS matrices
in the Table, where temp stands for the temporary variables.

Table . Comparison of 4× 4 MDS matrices over F28 .

MDS matrix # XOR # table lookups
or # xtimes

# temp involutory

M ′
3 12 10 - Yes

M ′
4 15 4 3 No

(M
′

4)
−1 12 16 - No

M ′
6 14 12 - Yes

M6 [11] 16 12 4 Yes
M7 [17] 12 12 - Yes
M8 [17] 12 4 4 Yes
ANUBIS [29] 12 6 4 Yes
AES [2, 33] 15 4 3 No

Example 6 M6 = had(1, α50, α224, α129) = (01h, 05h, 12h, 17h) is an involutory 4 × 4 MDS matrix over
F28/p1(x) given in [11], where the primitive polynomial p1(x) = x8 + x4 + x3 + x2 + 1 and α is a root of
p1(x) . Consider the finite field F28/p2(x) , where p2(x) = x8 +x4 +x3 +x+1 . Let the primitive element β2 of
F28/p2(x) be α1 +1 , where α1 is a root of p2(x) . Then we can obtain 8 distinct isomorphisms from F28/p1(x)

to F28/p2(x) by computing su values in Algorithm 2. These isomorphisms are f1,1 : α 7→ β1
2 , f2,1 : α 7→ β2

2 ,
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f4,1 : α 7→ β4
2 , f8,1 : α 7→ β8

2 , f16,1 : α 7→ β16
2 , f32,1 : α 7→ β32

2 , f64,1 : α 7→ β64
2 , f128,1 : α 7→ β128

2 . For

example, by using the isomorphism f1,1 : α 7→ β1
2 , we can generate the involutory 4× 4 MDS matrix M

′

6 over

F28/p2(x) from M6 over F28/p1(x) as follows: M
′

6 = had(1h, 04h, 12h, 16h)=had(1, β50
2 , β224

2 , β129
2 ) .

Remark 5 By using the same isomorphism (f17,1 : α 7→ β17
2 ) given in Example 3, one can generate 4 × 4

isomorphic involutory MDS matrix M
′

7 = had(1, β34, β238, β221) = had(01h, 5Ch, 0Ch, 51h) over F28 defined by
the irreducible polynomial x8+x4+x3+x+1 from the 4×4 involutory MDS matrix M7 = (1h, 4h, 9h, Dh) over
F24 defined by the primitive polynomial x4 + x+ 1 , which is also used to construct the 4× 4 involutory MDS
matrix with XOR count 144 by using subfield-Hadamard construction in [17]. The 4× 4 isomorphic involutory
MDS matrix generated can be implemented by 12 XOR operations and 12 table lookups (and using two different
tables). On the other hand, the 4× 4 involutory MDS matrix M8 = had(01h, 02h, B0h, B2h) over F28 defined
by the irreducible polynomial x8 + x6 + x5 + x2 + 1 with XOR count 160 given in [17] can be implemented by
12 XOR operations, 4 table lookups, and 4 temporary variables (and using two different tables).

4. Conclusion
In this study, we present a novel method to generate distinct functions related to the automorphisms and iso-
morphisms of MDS matrices. These functions take any MDS matrix generated by any construction method as
input to generate new MDS matrices from the existing ones, which makes the proposed method generic over
all construction methods in the literature. Using the isomorphisms obtained, the method helps to generate
isomorphic MDS matrices over different binary extension fields, which may have better implementation prop-
erties than an existing MDS matrix. Moreover, the proposed method can be used to generate MDS matrices
over large binary extension fields (with good software implementation properties in light of the number of XOR
operations and table lookups) for which many known methods involve some kind of exhaustive search. Finally,
we compare the MDS matrices generated by the proposed method with the previous ones used in block ciphers
in light of the number of XOR operations and table lookups.
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